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PROPOSAL: Shaking Music for Musicians and Video-camera Performers-· (~979) 

by: Daniel Goode (see score on following page) 

The piece would treat the musicians and camera-persons equally as performers. 
The latter would attend all rehearsals, would develop "shaking rhythms" along 
with the musicians. With the consultation ofthe composer these rhythms would be 
translated into: 

camera•scanning patterns 
in-and-out~of focus oscillations 
zooming-in-out rhythms 
color (or tone) change rhythms 

and possibly other video parameters. 

In the final performance and the following studio mixdown, these visual 
rhythms would be applied to the piece. The result would not only record the 
sound ·and movement of the piece, but by focussing on the whole environment 
rather_ than on the musicians themselves we would attempt to give an internal 
reading through visual means of the consciousness-changing that is intended to 
be the focus of the piece. 

The final tape W>uld be a 30-minute edited version of live performance with 
synchronized stereo sound. A performance presentation wi. th live musicians and 
video/sound tapes is an additional possibility. 

BUDGET: 

Performance fees for composer-performer and from 3-5 additional musicians: 

Rehearsal fees for musicians and 3 camera-persons (8 rehearsals minimum): 

Studio time and video equipment rental: 

Video technician: 

Lighting equipment rental: 

Lighting technician: 

Sound equipment rental: 

Sound technician: 

Performance space rental (large, resonant space): 

Publicity: 

Travel expenses: 



SHAKING MUSIC (In Us) 

(for the Shakers and all of us) 

Shake yourself in any manner that will 
bring you into a different state· .. of 
consciousness. Let this periodic motion 
contract to subliminal without losing 
the internal energy of the gesture 1 
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Keeping this state, go to your instru
ment and play (or sing) the first phrase 
for up to a minute. You may feel the 
shaking in a rhythmic relation of some 
kind to the phrase you are about to play. 
Or you might let that phrase influence 
the shaking gesture that comes after--~i t: 
the preparation for the second phrase, 
and so on. 

THIS IS A COLLAOORATIVELY KtDE PIECE: I would like to have .from you from one to five 
phrases in music or other notation or on tape for me to transcribe. Phrases that you 
would play (or sing) if you take part in a performance. Include performance instruc- . 
tions if necessay. In addition: the phrases should not be very long, and, 

U you can imagine your phrases being played in any keys or registers,please say so. 

If any of the phrases you compose ~mst follow each other sequential.l.y, give the order. 

If any of your phrases can be elaborated or improvised on, please say so. 

COLLlBORATION ~SO MEANS that all procedes alter expenses will be divided aaong the 
collaborators.in the proportion: 1 share for each composer, 2 shares for each composer
performer (all performers must contribute material). All material will be properl7 
credited and of course all copyright remains ·with composers for their ow material. 
For a performance each participant must learn at least ten phrases in addition to their 
own. In making up the score I reserve the right to order the material in some manner 
and to present an overall concept for the performance as a whole. I imagine the piece 
to last about an hour to 81' hour and a half. To participate as a composer merely send 
me ·a signed 'copy of :-your ·material.. If you wish to take part in the first performance, 
let me know. I look forward to our collabor~tion, 

Daniel Goode 
- -·~ ··--= Box 268 A, Main Rd •• Neshanic. N.J. 08853 
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PHRASES ABOUT THE ~1IT THRUSH (first group) 

- beginning of "Phrases of 

the Hermit Thrush" for 

clarinet -

On August 7th, 1974, he sang his song and I reco.rded two and ,. 

a half minutes of it. I transcribed this -segment at~alf

speed and two octave lower than the original. Now it ~ings 

to our slower pulse-beat in the lower range that suits our 

metabolism and feeling-tone. (A translation.) 

---
Even so, the clarinet sound is a little too tense and lack-

ing in comfort-- the comfort which comes from singing -in 

one 1 s most resonant range. J.ly next translation will be 

to lowest register of the clarinet: perhaps a more distant 

translation. But think what will be gained: the spirit of 

the instrument. 

---
I invariably wa.-,ted to l.isten to the tape a · half-speed, but 
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(THRUSH P• 2) 

not quarter-speed. At the slower speed ~~~he bird song 

loses its performance quality and merges with the background 

sound; it becomes grainy and you are mare obviously listening 

to the recording medium and electronic signals than to a song 

~s a differentiated thing. At half-speed, it still has its 

performance character: phra.ses moving in time with shape and 

expression. And that wonderful reverberation that ~surrounds 

each tone! 

The bird's throat is like a resonating pipe without holes. 

It rings the pipe with its musculature. Resonating -areas 

of specific pitches come out of that gesture: a chord with 

some special tunings. -~ · (Bird-Temperament). But a chord, 

nevertheless. Changes in themape of the throat bring a 

new chord. Arpeggiated ~th, 9th chords and more. A 

"natural harmo:Dio ·progresaion." It was this phenomenon 

that more than anything else caused me to make a transcrip

tion. And somewhere here lurks the harmonic series. 

The "quasi-echo" at the end of e 8 oh phrase: a residual 

muscle reaction - atL "afte·r breath" ,r with ·just enough 

energy . to ring the pipe. . This "echo" is made by the origi

nal source. A timbral pianissimo. 
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WHY FOLK MUSIC IS RELEVANT TO THE AVANT-GARDE (or should we 

call it "ethnic music" '). The best response might be: why not? 

After all, h3sn 1 t it been the function of the avant-garde to 

rediscover neglected values, meanwhile Habit and Inertia have 

controlled the scene. The avant-garde is like our better self, 

looking towards change as growth. Wherever that is needed, 

it will go. It is the leading edge of this wave-form. And 

the musician as a specimen of one's culture examines ourself.:... 

and finds what· is necessary for change as ~owth. At least 

this is the Western Way (at its best). 

On Cape Breton I found tha~o go to someone•s house and play 

music is a gift given and deeply appreciated. Life is still 

vei'y pHysical and hard, and great pleQ.sure is taken in drop-
\ ping in and chatting with someone. Music ~ comes ~n here and 

works outwards from the home to dances and conce~ts. 

Unlik~ much art-music, this music -- this folk/ethnic . music 

is not a response to other music, a gloss, an answer. It's 

not a dialectic, not politics, not aesthetics. It's a thing-

for-itself, perhaps like a natural object, or more like a 

proces.s, a human process like telling a story or a joke. 

It's the process pivked up by the human animal for the plea-

sure or need of the moment. And it's always around, like our 

ancestors, for contemplation or use. 



(WHY FOLK MUSIC •••• ) p.2 

The_se JeOple ~ our ancestors in a certain sense: they c~ry 

on a tradition of music-wisdom that urbanites like us have 

replaced wit~ city virtues (thes~ ane real virtues ·too). 

lfu.t it's a question of balance. In any case, you can see 

music from different angles when you see it used to different 

effects in another culture. 

A 

For example, consider the ego in music. _When hearing these 

one is conscious of a lack of ego. The 

music belongs to everyone, so one person playing is only 

realizing everyone's music. But this realizing is a very 

precious act which subordinates virtuosity and personality 
along with 

to something else. Virtuosity j ... ~ many other attributes are 

enjoyed, but not requir~d for enjoyment; 

Once, after a typical four-hour outdoor conc:ert, I was moved 

b:y the playing of one particular fiddle Jiayer and went up to 

tell him ho\..r much I appreciated his playing. He looked at 

me with a certain embarrassment ae if it~~ odd that I had 

singled him ~for praiae. Of course compliments are given, 

and r-;,people remark on fine playing. ·:--But I had invested my 

compliment with a. seriousness that·:: seems out of place there. 

The typical need for gratification for our playing or eom-

posing that we experience here is apparantly not found there. 
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